Do you enjoy crossword puzzles? theFIway.com presents the FIRE Xword puzzle to test your basic understanding of Financial Literacy, what you know about the Financial Independence Retire Early (FIRE) Movement, who the big influencers are, and proper finance terminology.

ACROSS
3  A movement or Heat + Oxygen + Fuel.
7  Most revered index fund.
8  An equity holding in a company.
12  Curating the best of money and personal finance.
13  Budgets are _______.
16  Assets - Liabilities.
17  An adaptation where humans stabilize levels of happiness.
20  Tax advantaged medical savings account.
21  What we owe.
22  Where Money and Media Meet.
24  Oscars of personal finance.
25  A common earnings metric to gauge business' ability to generate cash flow.
26  A type of investor whose net worth exceeds $1 Million.
27  Your Money or Your _______.
28  Tax advantaged retirement account.
29  Living more with Less.
30  A fixed income investment.

DOWN
1  Financial ______ is the education and understanding in areas of personal finance.
2  Percentage of Income Invested.
3  Financial advisor operating in your best interest.
4  Paid quarterly by a Company to Shareholders.
5  Real estate social media network.
6  Mutual Fund's administrative and operating fees.
9  The Study that popularized the 4% Rule.
10  A trust of income producing real estate.
11  What we own.
14  Avid fans of John Bogle and Index Investing.
15  Real People, Genuine Stories. Legit Letters teaching next Generations the way to FI.
18  Term used to describe followers of Peter Adney.
19  You can afford anything but not ______.
23  Prices double every 20 years because of this.